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Changes InCurriculum Will Affect
Registration For Next Year's Classes
Significant changes in the new
curriculum have been announced
for next year at Rollins College
by Dr. Donald W. Hill, Dean of
the College.
Changes include three new
majors, the addition of science
foundation courses for freshman
under the new Hourglass Curriculum, and the introduction of
new selection procedures in the
Honors Degree program.
The new and the old
Spencer Lane, right, Dean of Admissions at
Rollins College who will become Assistant Headmaster at Pine Crest
School In Ft. Lauderdale as of July 1, looks at the college catalog
with Richard N. Stabell. Stabell, an Admissions officer at Rollins
since 1965, was appointed Acting Director of Admissions on Tuesday
by Rollins President Hugh F. McKean.

NEW MAJORS

The new majors are Expressive
Arts, Behavioral Science and
History and Public Affairs.
The Expressive Arts major is
an integrated arts curriculum offered by the art, music and
theatre departments as an addition to the existing departmental
majors in these fields. The courses comprising this major will
emphasize history and theory
rather than applied work; however, students in the program will
achieve more meaningful insights if they are required to attain a certain level of competence
in the practice of one of the arts.

Stabell Replaces Lane
As Dean Of Admissions
FT. LAUDERDALE (Special) —
Spencer Lane, dean of admissions
at Rollins College since 1963, has
accepted appointment as assistant headmaster of Pine Grest
School here, according to an announcement from William McMillan, headmaster.
Dean Lane, who will become
Pine Crest's first official in this
post July 1, will have primary responsibility for counseling its
students in college selection and
careers.
He will assist also in development and planning for the
school's expansion of its new 2
million dollar campus.
In disclosing Lane's appointment, McMillan said:

Lane is a former secretaryexecutive board member of Association of College Admission
Counselors and currently is treasurer of Southern Regional Association of College Admission
Counselors.
He is married and the couple
has three children: two are married and the other is attending
college. Mrs. Lane holds degrees
from William Woods and Missouri Valley College.
Richard N. Stabell has been
appointed acting director of admissions at Rollins College by
President Hugh F. McKean.
Stabell, 28, has been an admissions officer at Rollins since
1965. A native of Daytona Beach,
he is a graduate of the University of North Carolina, where he
earned bachelor's and master's
degrees in history. Before joining the Rollins staff, he taught
two years at Winter Park High
School.

"Dean Lane's long experience in
college admission and development will be a strengthening factor in Pine Crest's administration. Specifically his first-hand
| knowledge of many colleges and
I their admissions practices, will
assure Pine Crest students of the
most thorough and professional
He is married to the former
college and career guidance."
Miss Brenda Britt of Winter Park,
and the couple has one child,
Founded in 1934 by Mrs. Mae Lisa.
McMillan, Pine Crest is a fully
Stabell was recently elected
accredited independent preparatory school for both day and president of the Winter Park
boarding students from the en- Jaycees and is president of the
tire U.S.A. and many foreign Central Florida Alpha Tau Omega
countries. It is co-educational and Alumni Association. He is also a
member of the board of direcnon-denominational.
tors of the Central Florida CitiA native of Missouri, Dean zens Scholarship Committee, Phi
Lane received his undergraduate Delta Kappa honorary education
degree from Missouri Valley Col- fraternity and is a Mason and
lege in Marshall and his master's Shriner.
degree from Missouri University.
At Rollins he was an ex-officio
He has been a professor of Engmember
of the foreign student
lish in both college and secondary
admissions
and student financial
schools.
aid committees. He served on the
During his four years at Rol- Faculty-Student Orientation Comlins, Lane organized its nation- mittee and was faculty adviser
wide parents association that is for Phi Delta Theta fraternity.
now considered one of the finest
During his four years at Rolamong liberal arts colleges in the
lins, Lane organized its nationcountry.
wide parents association that is
He served also on Rollins' first now considered one of the finest
development council, was a pat- among liberal arts colleges in
ron of Rollins Concert Series and the country. He also served on
^ s engaged actively in other Rollins' first development counacademic committees.
cil.

Senior Art
Exhibit Set

Each student taking this major
will select one of the areas
(theatre, music or art) for emphasis and will complete a required number of hours in applied work in that field in addition to the history and theory requirements in each of the three
areas.
The Behavioral Science major
will be concerned with human
behavior from the standpoint of
both the indiviual and the group.
Relevant aspects of the three
disciplines (psychology, sociology
and anthropology) are combined
to provide students with knowledge and understanding of individuals and interacting groups.
Concentrations of study in each
of these three areas are offered.
Next fall's juniors and seniors
will continue in the major in
which they are presently engaged.
The new major in History and
Public Affairs includes a choice of
concentration in either history, international affairs, Latin American area studies or political
science. Students desiring to
major in this area should consult
their advisor in choosing an area
of concentration.
Next Fall's Juniors and Seniors
now majoring in this area will
continue to pursue the orginal

program which includes 60 hours
in the major field and at least
24 hours in non-major 300-400
level courses.
NEW FRESHMAN
FOUNDATION COURSES

The Hourglass Curriculum initiated this year included Foundation courses in the Humanities
and Social Sciences. Beginning in
September, two Science Foundation courses will be offered —
one in Biological Sciences and one
in Physical Sciences. All students
must complete the normal freshman year program, which will in
elude the Humanities and Social
Sciences Foundation courses and
a choice of one of the Science
Foundation courses.
HONORS PROGRAM CHANGES
Candidates for the Honors Degree program will be selected at
the end of the Freshman Year
fall term on the basis of personal
interviews, psychological test results, academic performance in
the Freshman Foundation courses,
college board scores and academic
record previous to admission to
Rollins College.
Changes in the Honors at
Graduation program are under
consideration, with respect to inclusion of departmental as well
as general honors awards.

May 17-27% In Memoriam
The Rollins College Senior art
show will begin next Wednesday,
May 17, with a reception to be
held in the Morse Art Gallery
Wednesday evening from 8:30 to
10:00. The participating Seniors
include Randel Ackerman, Pam
Dixon, Gale Fitzwater, Nick
Starno, Karen Whitley, and Anne
Wooten. The art work will include
pieces from the areas of painting,
sculpture, drawing, printing, and
etching. Many of the works will
be listed for sale.
All students and members of
the faculty are cordially invited
to attend the reception and the
show which will be in the Morse
Art Gallery for the week of May
17 through May 27.
Miss Ackerman will be entering oil paintings and water colors
of an impressionistic style as well
as some sculptural pieces. Those
pieces by Miss Dixon will include mainly non-objective painting and a series of sculptures concerning the evolution of the
Madonna and Child in sculptural
art.
Miss Fitzwater's work will be
mostly sculpture as will Miss
Wooten's. These pieces wil lbe
of much mediums as potter's clay,
plaster, and wood. Miss Whiteley
is expected to enter prints and
etchings, in particular a multicolor woodcut which she has recently finished. Mr. Starno's
work will include among other
things an egg tempora painting
which recently won an honorable
mention at Florida College Exhibition at Stetson.

Alan M. Jenkins
Kappa Alpha Order
"For Memory has painted this perfect day
With colors that never fade,
And we find at the end of a perfect day
The soul of a friend we've made!1
C. J: Bond
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EDITORS NOTE: Senator Mark Hatfield of Oregon
has consented to discuss the Congressional proposals to
extend the military draft for another four years which
are now pending in Congress. The Sandspur is presenting this exclusive discussion by Senator Hatfield in an
attempt to contribute to the dialogue on this issue which
is taking place on college campuses throughout the
country.

THE TIME HAS COME TO END THE DRAFT
by
U. S. Senator Mark O. Hatfield (Rep. - Oregon)

The time has come to end the military draft.
That bald declaration will startle many. But when
all the facts are in, and all the current and projected
needs for military manpower have been taken into account, it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that America
does not need the draft, America can afford not to have
the draft, and America is overdue in bringing to an end
this drastic invasion of the lives and liberties of her
young men.
Congress is now beginning to debate President Johnson's legislation to extend the draft another four years.
In years past Congressional examination of this issue was
perfunctory. This year things are different.
Thanks no doubt to the heightened awareness of
America's young people, whose lives the draft so seriously affects, many in Congress are now for the first time
rethinking the premises upon which the draft is supposedly based. An increasing number of them are finding it sadly out of step with both our Nation's traditions
and with its military manpower needs.
We must never allow ourselves to forget that however pressing the circumstances, the draft is involuntary
servitude. It is legitimate and constitutional when Congress, exercising its power to raise and support armies,
has no reasonable alternative. But conscription must always be the last desperate resort for meeting military
manpower needs, not the cheap and easy expedient.
The only real argument for having an involuntary
draft is that the Nation could not reasonably afford to
raise and retain the needed military manpower without
it. I maintain that the Nation can afford to eliminate
the draft. In doing so we will restore lost liberties. We
can end once and for all the inherent inequities of a
compulsory system. We can upgrade our armed forces
and increase our national security. And we can do it
at a price this rich and powerful Nation can easily afford.
There is no numerical shortage of manpower for
filling military ranks. Each year nearly four times as
many men as the military needs enter the draft age
pool. With more realistic service qualifications and
sharply increased wages and fringe benefits, and with
an enhanced status for military careers, we can attract
the 500,000 men we need each year, even at Viet Nam
buildup level.
All we have to do is to make up our minds that we
are going to stop exchanging precious liberties for false
economy - false because, when the total economic costs
of the draft system are taken into account, including
civilian wages foregone by draftees, we may well be saving nothing at all. And this calculation fails to take into
account the qualitative value of skilled career specialists
serving in crucial military positions now filled by reluctant draftees.
From the standpoint of individual liberty, equity to
all, the enhancement of national security, and the total
economic costs, the draft fares badly in comparison with
an all-volunteer armed forces system.
How do we get from the present draft to the volunteer army?
First, we must unequivocally reaffirm our commitment to the goal of voluntary armed forces. The draft
should be extended for one or at the most two years.
During that time the Defense Department should embark
on a program designed to make the draft increasingly unnecessary. A special joint committee of Congress. Independent of the Defense Department and the Selective
Service System - should be set to make recommendations
for a phasing out of the draft, and to maintain a continual review of the Defense Department's progress toward that goal. And military pay and fringe benefits
should be raised substantially, starting now.
It is time we made the firm decision to put an end
to inequity, put an end to uncertainly, put an end to
inefficiency, and regain for our young people the liberties the draft has taken from them.
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'Are You Thinking What I'm Thinking?'

Letters To The Editor
Dear Editor:

/-^9fcl'\

Recent engagements:
Scott Green and Kris Brown.
Speaking of engagements, Barb Lawrence just got a
ring from Ted Alfond with enough ice to cool half of
northern Canada.
Fred Hicks, diligent Dean of Men, must be becoming
more liberal-minded from the looks of the advertising
on his car bumper. Or does he just think he is driving
a taxi cab.
The philosophy of the following Sig Eps about being lavaliered is that you can go to the same drive-in
two nights in a row:
Mike Monroe and Martha McKinley
Al Woodard and Bebe Howe
Bill Heffernan and Nita Kimmelmann
Frank Boehnlein and Cathy Jones
Gifford and who?
NOTICE: Right after Beans on Thursday night, Miss
Martin-Trigonia will present selected readings
from "An Affair to Remember."
Although assuming an alias and traveling incognito
as a dry cleaning and starch specialist, Jack Myers was
discovered dating a local leader of the laundromat.
Corky has been saving Pennies to get Rich.
Campus look alikes: Mousey Hartman and Vicki
Anderson.
The Delta Chi's traveling secretary was just here
to help them solve some of their problems. In a brief
interview, he said that the only way to organize and
unite the group would be to restrict drinking until after
at least "B" period every day.

May I use the columns of the Sandspur to say how
much it has meant to me and Mrs. Lane to have had the
cooperation and friendship of so many Rollins Students.
The regrettable part of Admissions is that we get
to know some of you reasonably well as you are choosing
your college; but the nature of the work requires us to
devote most of our time to new incoming students, and
so we lose touch.
Even so, warm friendships have flowered. Particularly do I thank Campus Guides who have given their time
gladly to tour and make welcome prospective students.
I shall miss Rollins.
This beautiful place will live in our hearts. We wish
each of you much success and we cherish for Rollins College the brightest future.
Drop by and see us at Pine Crest in Fort Lauderdale.
Co-eds compete for Miss Rollins title.
Sincerely,
Spencer Lane

EDITOR

Bill Renforth

MANAGING EDITOR
PERSONNEL
LAYOUT
SPORTS EDITOR
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR
NEWS EDITOR
ASST. NEWS EDITOR
FEATURE EDITOR
ASST. FEATURE EDITOR
BUSINESS MANAGER
ASST. BUSINESS MGR.
ARTIST
ASST. ARTIST
ASST. ARTIST
CIRCULATION
ASST. CIRCULATION

TYPISTS

Dave Lord
Bill Jackson
Pam Dixon
Bob Richardson
Jay Wood
Pat Crowley
Heywood Cooper
Jean Colvin
Janet Wolf
Gary Dering
Ted Staley
Gary Lavan
Carol Dubois
Cliff Montgomery
Jim Hardee
Polly Perrot

_ Andy Anderson. Scotty Pugh
Karen Payne, Marilyn Mueller

PHOTOGRAPHER
FACULTY ADVISER

Don Robbins
Cary Ser

STAFF: Jock Mcintosh, Barbara Lawrence, Josie
Bidgood, Mike Stone, Sue Skinner, Carole Conklin, Niente Ingersoll, Brian Smith, Ferd Starbuck, Jane Santamaria, Julie Wolf, Jane Blalock, Carolee Kingan, Sue Glenn, Sunny Edwards, Rick Mello, Barb Parsky, Bernard Jarman, Brian Baker, Sue Probasco, Nancy Hopwood, Dorman Barron, Larry Phillips, Bob
Chandler, Norm Gerstein, Mark Billson, Mary
Green, Harry Seward, Neil McFadden, Dave
Osinski.
Published, weekly at Rollins College, Winter Park,
Florida, by The Winter Park Sun Herald. Publication
office: Student Center basement. Entered as second
class matlr November 14, 1925, at tfie Post Office at
Winter Park, Florida, under the act of March 3, 1879.
Subscription price — $3.50 two terms.

There is no doubt that the Phi Delts had a most enjoyable time at the Pelican last week.
Roger Miller found it terribly difficult to get up one
Sunday morning.
Notice: There will be a super-secret meeting of the
Tiki-idol Club headed by Steve Althouse at the unusual
super-secret hiding place behind the Morse Gallery at
eight o'clock Saturday night.
According to history books, traditionally beards and
long hair were worn as protection from cold weather.
Many of the male students have also chosen to appear
in this manner. The Grapevine, noting that the Florida
climate is hardly ever cool decided to inquire as to the
reason for the shaggy appearance. The best explanation
came from a rookie beard-grower, Richard Myers, who
stated that although the Florida weather is not really
cool, many of our "Bearded-wonders" certainly can feel
the "Draft."
PINK PALACE IS "BAGGED" or TENTING TONIGHT! Yes fans, the truth is out. This exclusive expose
of the Grapevine Enquirer will now spell out right before your eyes all the lurid details about the big Coverup. (This is a preview of a three part series starting i»
our June 15th issue).
The truth is that the entire, yes I said entire, Administration building was completely sealed off with
giant paper bags to conceal none other than a massive
"Glue-sniffing" party which was to take the place of the
Annual Spring Bash that is usually held every May Day
in the Registrars office. This year, however, there was
a shortage of mint leaves (for Mint Julips) and other
means of recreation had to be used. Under the guise of
termite eradicaton, fumes of ether (a main ingredient
in glue) could be detected by those endowed with keen
olfactories thus giving the "party" away. Statistics
prove that this must have been the largest "Sniffing
party" since Walt Waidley's teenaged hamburger-I^
hangout was condemed. When questioned, none of the
alleged "sniffers" volunteered any comments.
Tune in next week—same paper, some place for tn
answers to such provocative questions as
Who will Betsy Blocker take for a ride this weekCould Scott Gifford really wear a "plain" T-shirt.
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Social Critic Vance Packard
To Lecture Here Tuesday
Packard X^M
Social critic Vance Packard
~t modern
,.
. . . . that
.
aspect of
life
everywill appear on the Rollins camone instantly recognizes. That
pus in a lecture on May 16 at sense of recognition is frequent8:30 in the Crummer Auditorium. ly sudden and astounding, beVance Packard is the author
of many phenomenal best-sellers
that continue to provoke much
discussions, both here and abroad.
In his five bestsellers
The
Hidden Persuaders, The Status
Seekers, The Waste Makers, The
Pyramid Climbers, and The Naked Society — Packard has probed
trends in modern society that in
his view endanger individual liberty.
Internationally recognized for
his incisive, meticulously researched investigations of trends
in modern society that endanger
individual liberty, Vance Packard's name has literally become
a household word. The title of
his books have a way of catching
on and becoming part of the
language even where English
isn't ordiinarily spoken. This is
Vance Packard
because he is able, in an unfor- cause as a documenter of our
gettable phrase, to pinpoint an way of life Vance Packard is
without peer.

_. .
*
Packard is a journalist by training. The Pennsylvania native
holds a master's degree from Columbia University School of
Journalism and was a newspaperman in Boston and New York for
five years.
His articles have appeared
in practically all the leading
periodicals including The Atlantic Monthly, Reader's Digest,
Look, Ladies' Home Journal, The
Saturday Evening Post, Harper's
and The New York Times Magazine.
It was in 1957 that his first
book, "The Hidden Persuaders,"
appeared and quickly climbed to
the number 1 spot on the nation's
best-seller lists. This study of
motivational research techniques
alerted the American public to
the methods of "persuasion in
depth" advertising.
It was followed, in 1959, by
"The Status Seekers," which
analyzed class stratification in
the United States and, in 1960, by
"The Waste Makers," which
sounded a sharp warning on
planned obsolescence and the
waste-encouraging commercialism
of American life. Both books
became number 1 on best-seller
lists, and Vance Packard became
the only author in recent years
to have three books in a row
Chapel in Oxford, England. Mrs. reach the top rung in the nonGleason will appear in a solo re- fiction field.
Best-selling works continue to
cital in St. Alban's, England on
f 1 ow a n d
achieve cntlcal
ac
June 30, during the International ? !
"
claim
In
1962
il
was
The
Organ Festival
'
'
"
The following day she will ap- p y r a m i d . Climbers," a lively
pear on a program with the examination of the roads to sucfamed Dutch organist, Albert de c e s s J h a t t o d a y ' s executives must
Klerk on a program for Positiv * r a ™L „ I n u 1964 > "The Naked
Organs. The British Broadcasting Society threw the spotlight on
Company will broadcast a solo t h e , Professional "people-watchrecital of this performance.
frs ~ t h e t e n s o f thousands of
Her tour concludes in July with i n s t i g a t o r s who inspect, control
recitals
in
Copenhagen
and a n d J k e , e P . a n e*e o n u s a s m "
Odense, Denmark and in St. d l ™ d l i a l c l * l z c f n s ' ,
Laurens Kerk in Alkmaar, Hoi- t V a n c c Packard's concern for
lanj
human liberty is an unceasing
o n e , v h i c h he
After her return to Winter
fortifies by massive
Park in August, she will then research., resulting in the unique
leave for the Canadian Interna- authenticity of some of the most
tional Exposition in Montreal important social documents of our
for a solo concert.
time.

Famed Rollins Organist
Begins European Tour
Catharine Crozier Gleason, Rollins College famed organist, began her three-month European
tour with a recital on May 2 in
the Basilica of Sainte-Clotilde
Church in Paris.
t A portion of the tour will take
her behind the Iron Curtain. Under the auspices of the Prague
Concert Bureau, she will present
nine recitals in Czechoslovakian
cities between May 13 and May
24.
Between appearances in Paris
and the Czechoslovakian tour,
Mrs. Gleason will play in a recital
in Vienna, Austria in the Mozartsalle concert house.
She has scheduled Swedish appearances on June 8 in Zurich
and June 15 in Geneva, and then
will play in the Queen's College

Miss Rollins Contest And
Fashion Show Set For Today
Today is the day! The annual
"Miss Rollins" contest will be
held today, Friday, May 12, in the
courtyard of the Gamma Phi
Beta house at 3:00 p.m. As usual
the contestants are somewhat
nervous and a little excited about
this afternoon's proceedings.
A tea will be held earlier in
the afternoon to give the judges
an opportunity to meet and talk
to the girls individually. This
year and additional attraction has
been introduced. Each girl will be
asked a question about herself
which she must answer as best
she can in a limited amount of
time. The judges for this year's
contest are representatives from
the First National Bank of Win;er Park, Patricia Stevens Finishng School, Jordan Marsh, a mem>er of the Winter Park Jaycees,
md a staff member of the Orlanlo Sentinal.
Beginning the actual contest
he girls will each model a casual
'Utfit. They will then appear
rearing a cocktail dress. A ten
minute intermission will follow

during which Duffy Keith and
Hank Davis a well-known Rollins
folk-singing group, will entertain.
In their final appearance the contestants will model a one-piece
bathing suit. The clothes worn
by the girls were loaned by
Procter's.
Upon the judges decision the
new Miss Rollins will be crowned
by last years winner, Janet Wolf.
The gifts awarded to the 2nd runner-up, the 1st runner-up and
Miss Rollins were donated by
various Winter Park businesses.
Mrs. Boyd Coffie will be the
emcee for the contest. The girls
competing this afternoon are,
alphabetically by sororities, then
fraternities, Pam Hunter, Alpha
Phi; Sandra Jackson, Chi Omega;
Sara Perrott, Gamma Phi Beta;

Sherrie Housel, Kappa Alpha
Theta; Julie Frank, Kappa Kappa
Gamma, Lorrie Kyle, Phi Mu;
Kathy McNabb, Pi Beta Phi;
Niente Ingersoll, Delta Chi; Ann
Moninger, Kappa Alpha; Jan Carter, Lambda Chi Alpha; Marcy
Edwards, Sigma Nu Penny Odell,
Sigma Phi Epsilon; Chira Kirkland, Tau Kappa Epsilon; Sue
Glenn, X Club, Peg Rocha, Independent women, Barbara Warthon, Independent Men.

Mr. Chubb, Mrs. Chubb, front and Dr. E. Blossey, Mrs. Hellwege
and Dr. H. Hellwege were part of the group that gathered to honor
Mr. Chubb on his retirement.

Science Building Honors
Mr. Chubb s Retirement
Approximately three weeks ago
the scientists of Rollins College
were told that Mr. Lawrence
Chubb, head of the Chemistry
Department stockroom, would be
retiring after ten years at Rollins. Due to the great respect
that both students and faculty at
Rollins have for Mr. Chubb there
was a spontaneous reaction in
which
everyone
showed
his
gratitude. A barbecue was held
on Wednesday, April 26, at Dr.
Hellwege's
home
to
honor
"Chubb". Approximately forty
Rollins scientists turned out to
devour as much food and fun as
possible.
"Chubb" was presented with a
gift by the chemistry students.
For the first time in quite a
while, all of us saw that an "old

leatherneck" could still be moved
to tears by those close to him.
Everyone at Knowles Science
Building unites
in
wishing
"Chubb" a farewell and hopes he
continues his love for Rollins in
academics and athletics.
Life
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President Gustafson Presents Council Report
In memory to my mother, Mrs.
Manama McKee Gustafson.
In the past it has been the
honor and privilege of each outgoing Student Association President to present a Presidential report concerning his administration. This is indeed a privilege
because this past year has given
me many wonderful thoughts and
memories which I can write
about.
In the past, many of the outgoing Presidents have warned
their successors of the dangers of
faculty takeover and administrative interference. This year, however, was the key, I feel, to an
era of successful student-faculty
co-operation. It was only three
years ago, under Student Association President Grant Jennison,
that student government went off
of probation so to speak, and became a recognized and sophisticated structure. Student government still has a long way to go,
but I feel that we have made
major advances in becoming a
more respected and powerful or-

TV, Pool,
Phones
Air Cond.
11 Credit Cards

OASIS MOTEL

$5 Single
$1 Each Additional Person
Party Facilities Ideal
250 South Orlando Avenue
U.S. 17-92 in Winter Park

ganization. This, I feel, is partly
due to the more talented and better qualified student which Rollins has been receiving in the
past five years. This report, however, mainly concerns the happenings which have taken place
during this academic year, and
the prospective future of student
government on this campus.
PROBLEMS WE HAVE FACED

This past year has not been
without its problems — for we
have been confronted with many.
The first and probably the most
important problem which confronted us when we returned in
the fall was that of the dismissal
of many of our fellow students by
what was ambiguously termed the
Social Review Committee. This
committee, as we are now aware,
met this past summer to decide
on whether or not certain members of our student body should
return. The Social Review Committee was composed of faculty
and administrative members without any form of student representation or without any regard
as to what our judicial system
stood for. The committee, in
short, become judge, jury, and
prosecuting attorney concerning
the welfare of many students.
This problem which we faced has
been resolved through the restructuring of our judicial system which has resulted in the
aboliton of this committee. No
longer will students have to be
concerned about being dismissed
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ture then these groups will in
turn be poorly represented and
will make for an ineffective student legislature.
Another highlight of this year's
legislature was their great aid
through their efforts extended
in the push for reorganization.
This body acted quickly and wisely, and was the key in informing the students of their responsibilities toward the new constitution. I hope and would like to
recommend to the new representatives of our newly elected
House that they work diligently
in keeping the campus informed
of what is happening in the
House. In addition, each member
of the House should prepare all
legislation and present a copy of
Carole Conklin, Bob Gustafson , Bill Blackburn, and Debbie Wood their proposal to each voting
comprise the Student Association Executive Board.
member before the proposal is
without a fair hearing from their more student participation in stu- discussed. This, I feel, will add
dent and college affairs. In the to the efficiency and better unpeers.
Another problem which we past, there has traditionally been derstanding of all legislation
were confronted with and one only four executive positions and which is presented.
which we had been faced with for a few standing committees apart
many years prior to this one was from the legislature itself, which
THE JUDICIAL SYSTEM
that of communication. Com- have had any real responsibility
This year proved, I feel, the
munication seemed at first to be in the administration of Student ability of the students to handle
an insurmountable task which Government affairs. Now under their own judicial affairs. The
loomed over the heads of all of the new system of student gov- Lower Court showed firmness in
us. The faculty seemed contented ernment we have nine directly all cases and an equal amount of
to meet in its various and unde- elected positions and three indi- fairness in their decisions. This
fined committees, which pos- rectly elected positions. The nine year also saw the beginning of
sessed no student representation, represent the Councilmen, and the end for the Upper Court as
and weigh and evaluate student the three represent the execu- we have known it in the past.
affairs. Legislation which v/as tives of the House.
The new judicial system which
Those problems, however, are we gained through reorganizastudent legislature was sent to
the Faculty-Administration Com- but just a few that we, as well tion has resulted in a two court
mittee and then to the Faculty as many past administrations, system—the same as before, but
Committee for their approval. have been confronted with. These now with a lower court and a
This form of communication pro- problems have been resolved for faculty court. Also, the new
vided for no representation and the moment, but may come up judicial revision, as I stated
long delays which tended to again if we as students do not earlier, has put an end to the
breed misunderstanding and dis- stand behind and support our Social Review Committee. —
trust between the students and Student Government on this cam- Need I say more!
the faculty. This problem has pus.
also been confronted and resolved
THE STANDING COMMITTEES
THE EXECUTIVE BOARD
through two methods. The first
WOMEN'S RULES headed by
It is hard to state in words the its hard working chairman pushmethod which we used was that
of individual discussions with the great co-operation and effort ed forward several bills this past
faculty. This was accomplished which I received from my Vice year. Some were rejected, but
through personal contacts. And president, Secretary and Comp- others such as the extension of
in the case of the Faculty Evalua- troller. Not once during the year upperclass women's hours to one
tion a luncheon was held at the did I ever receive a refusal by o'clock on Friday nights received
time. On this occassion we dis- any one of them concerning a re- acceptance by both the students
cussed the evaluation and other quest to head some committee or and the faculty. This committee
student matters. This proved do some work which took hours is, and will continue to be a very
quite successful in that the facul- on end to accomplish. I do not important committee. Good leadty was more informed of our de- feel that I need elaborate on ership will continue to be needsires and we of theirs. The sec- them or their services, for their ed in its ranks if it is to remain
ond method was that of the Coun- work and their efforts have been as effective as it has been in the
cil. This Council was formed engraved throughout the year in past.
through many months of meet- the success of the ReorganizaMEN'S RULES is a committee
ings, and through much hard tion, the reapportionment, the which I feel has become obsolete
work on the part of student lead- faculty evaluatism, and many due to the workings and efforts
ers. This Council, which was a other proposals which have so of I.F.C. There was not a great
part of the reorganization struc- readily been accepted by the stu- deal for this committee to do this
ture of Student Government, was dents as well as the faculty.
year. I would like to recommend
passed April the 10th, 1967. It
to the House that this committee
will provide for better communiTHE LEGISLATURE
be discontinued because I do not
cation through a 15 man CounThis year's legislature showed feel that there is enough for it to
cil which will be composed of both talent and interest. The merit its remaining in existence
nine students, four faculty mem- meetings were accented by good as a standing committee in the
bers, and the student deans. The discussion and by prepared de- House.
Council will provide for better cisions. More than ever before the
The BEANERY COMMITTEE
communication and fewer delays legislative members seemed to continued to accept the pleas of
in the approval of legislation than accept the responsibility for students to improve certain aswe have ever experienced before. which they were chosen. At the pects of the Beanery. Many of
Yet still another
problem beginning of my administration, the requests were answered by
which confronted us was that of however, many of the delegates the Beanery management, but
selected by their
respective many still went unheard. I do
groups seemed to make very feel, however, that we as students
little effort in reporting the busi- are very fortunate to dine in
ness and discussions of the meetsuch a place for there are many
ings back to their Greek and Inschools and many students, as
dependent groups. This was rewitnessed by the athletics teams
solved and will continue to be
offers you
who visit us each year, who
through the new reapportion24-Hour
would be glad to accept the faciliment system which was establishties of "Beans."
Prescription Service
ed this past year. This new sysTraffic is a problem, as stated
with
tem has given and will continue
by
the chairman of the TRAFFIC
to give better and more equal
4 Registered Pharmacists
COMMITTEE
this past year, and
representation to all social groups
also
on this campus. Furthermore, will continue to be so due to a
Famous Brand Cosmetics
more interest will be generated lack of facilities. This year's
under this system due to wider Traffic Committee worked very
in W I N T E R P A R K i f s
and greater involvement by stu- hard to resolve many problems.
dents in student affairs. However, The solutions seem to lie in the
if the different bodies which are reduction of those students who
102 North Park Avenue
represented do not select good will be allowed to bring cars on
Phono 644-1025
representatives for the legisla- campus next year. I feel, as does
(Continued on Page 5)
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Gustafson Advises Council: "Make Government Very Effecti
To Show Faculty We Are Worthy Of Managing Our Affairs"
(Continued from Page 4)

the past and the Spring Weekends of the future. I sincerely
hope that we do not lose Spring
Weekend for I feel it is strongly
needed to break up the long 12
week Spring term. It will be up
to the Student Center next year,
and I feel that the whole student
body should co-operate in an
effort to make Spring Weekend
something to look forward to.

the Traffic Committee, that more
space needs to be provided. Many
parts of this campus are occupied
by old houses which are rented
out by the college. If these buildings were torn down, the land
on which they presently stand
could be converted into parking
lots for the students.
The.problem of tickets, which
was such a great problem just a
THE COUNCIL AND THE
few years ago ,has been resolved.
HOUSE
This has been accomplished in the As I have said many times bepast years through the extensive fore, the Council and House
enforcement by the campus
police, and by a highly effective
fine and traffic court system.
This strict enforcement must continue, however if the Traffic Committee is to remain effective.
PUBLICATIONS

This year's publications have
done an outstanding job under
many handicaps. First of all, the
the college lost their excellent
full-time photographer, and publicatons were thus forced to hire
a part-time student photographer.
I feel that the college should
help provide for a full-time photographer because the publications are a very important branch
of communication in college life.
Secondly, the various publications were forced to hold themselves to a very tight budget due
to the tight budget of the Student Association. I hope that in
the future more money can be
allocated to these ^various means
of communication.
FINANCES

This year we suffered a cut in
our anticipated budget due to
loss of so many students during
the summer. However, next year
the Student Association should
have ah additional 5,000 dollars
due to the five dollar increase in
the Student Association fee. The
assets provided by the fees should
provide about 60,000 dollars. This
will, in turn, enable the Student
Association to provide more money for the various branches under
student
government. The Student Center will probably benefit greatly from this budget increase for it will provide more
money for the Center so that it
can schedule even more entertainment next year.
THE STUDENT CENTER

The Student Center, I feel, did
a fine job this year, but it too
was still under a financial handicap. In order for the Center to
provide more speakers, entertainment, etc. it still needs more
money. It is very difficult to
schedule big name speakers and
entertainment with the limited
budget of the Center. Next year
the Student Center will need an
even larger allocation if it is
to provide the campus with the
type of entertainment it needs.

Bob Gustafson

which were established April 10th
are structures of a paper plan.
It took a great deal of work by
all of us to gain this new constitution. The plan is in itself just
a paper plan, and will only be as
successful as the leaders running
it. If the leaders are of high caliber and industrious, then the new
reorganization proposal will be
highly successful. If not, this new
proposal for student government
will experience failure before it
has a chance to prove itself.
Therefore, I urge all students to
support the House and Council
for only through your co-operation and efforts can this structure be successful.
FACULTY

EVALUATION

This year the Student Association attempted to formulate an
evaluation of the faculty on our
campus. Many professors, at a
special luncheon concerning the
evaluation, voiced their opinions
as being -highly opposed to such
an evaluation. The legislature felt
differently, however and we began the evaluation which resulted in an interesting turn of
events. Many faculty members
felt that the responses would be
poor, but we the students met
the challenge with integrity and
made possible what I feel was
an etremely successful and informative evaluation.
In the winter term no evaluation was made because of the
different course arrangements. I
recommend, however, that a winter term evaluation as well as
a fall term evaluation be made
next year. Also an evaluation

should be made during this
spring, for if we are to follow up
and continue with this form of
evaluation, we must continue it
on a yearly basis or lose it altogether.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
THE FUTURE

I have several recommendations for our newly elected officers of the Council and the
House. The first recommendation
is to uphold the oath of office.
Each member of the Council and
the House is directly responsible
to the students, and must work to
his fullest capacity to make student government highly effective. The new constitution is
unique and different from any
other student constitution which
I have seen. It is very powerful,
and gives us the right to manage
our own affairs with very little
interference from the faculty.
Therefore, the faculty in accepting this new constitution has
placed a great deal of confidence
in our ability to govern ourselves.
Let us not misuse this privilege,
but prove that we are worthy of
their trust.
I also recommend that we work
towards gaining more student
representation on the various faculty committees which concern
the welfare of each and every
one of us. We are the majority
stockholders in this institutioin,
and I feel that we should have
the right to be represented in all
issues concerning our future as
a student of this campus.
A further recommendation is
that we continue the faculty
evaluation, as I stated before, so
as not to let ti fall by the wayside because it involves a great
deal of work. Also, we as students
should strive to influence those
responsible for our education to
evaluate our present system so
that we can move more towards
being an institution which challenges the whole man — body,
mind, and spirit.
In conclusion, I would like to
say that Rollins is a fine institution which has offered me as
well as many others an opportunity to gain that which is most
important in life — an education.
It is a college which we should
be proud of and for which we
should strive daily to improve. I
hope that my successors will feel
the same and that they will work
diligently as have so many who
have gone before us.
I would like to give special
thanks to all those who helped
me in making this year possible,
and to Carole, Debbie, and Bill
for being the outstanding people
that they are. — May God bless
all, and may His strength and
wisdom go with us.
Respectfully
Robert R. Gustafson

SPRING W E E K E N D

This year Spring Weekend was
voted down by the legislature,
but the days were still granted to
us by. the faculty. Next year
Spring Weekend will be part of
the responsibility of the Student
Center which will have the time'
and the allocated money so that
they can set up a Spring Weekend with some top drawing entertainment. I am certain, however, that the Fiestas of the past
are gone. This year was a transition year between the Fiestas of
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Tars Sweep Tampa, Claim
FIC Title, Justice's 400th
Sophomore aces Gale Coleman loading the bases with two gone
and Joe Lasorsa blanked Tampa in the first.
Don Phillips paced a nine-hit
5-0 and 6-0 in a doubleheader
Apr. 29 to give coach Joe Justice Tar attack with two singles, but
his 400th and 401st career vic- seven Spartan errors also contories and clinch Rollins' second tributed to Rollins' victory marstraight Florida Intercollegiate gin.
Lasorsa yielded just five safeConference title.
In 21 seasons as Rollins' head ties and fanned four before a
baseball coach Justice has post- sore arm forced him to leave in
ed an impressive 403-229 record. the sixth. Junior right-hander
Rollins has won the F.I.C. crown Donnie Smith came on to preserve
the whitewash with two innings of
seven of 11 years under Justice.
Coleman scattered four hits and hitless relief.
Bob Gustafson's three - run
fanned eight enroute to his
eighth win of the year. Tampa homerun in the third was the
posed a serious threat only once, key blow in the Tar victory. Bob
Chandler also slammed a fourbagger to start the fifth.
Rollins moved a step closer to
the conference title three days before in Tampa by outlasting the
Spartans 10-5. Tampa matched the
Tars for four innings until Ken
Hill came on in relief of starter
Defending champion Kappa deSterling Case and yielding just
feated previously unbeaten Chi O
one run on two hits the rest of
15-8, May 3 to win the intramural
the way. Hill fanned seven .
volleyball title.
Chandler sparked a 10-hit assault with four singles, three
Despite a pair of close calls stolen bases and two RBI. Phillips
versus Pi Phi and the Indies, also cnased home a pair of runs
Kappa posted an unblemished 7-0
slate. Chi O, which edged Theta
15-9, 12-15, 15-5, Apr. 25 for a
shot at the crown, checked in at
6-1.

Kappas Sew Up

Volleyball Title

Losing only to Kappa (15-2,
15-5) and Chi 0, Theta finished
third with a 5-2 mark. Gamma
Phi and Pi Phi tied for fourth
with identical 3-4 slates.
The Indies (2-5), Phi Mu (2-5)
and Alpha Phi (0-7) rounded ouc
the league standings.
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
(Final)
W L Pet. GW
Kappa
7 0 1.000 14
Chi O
6 1 .857 12
Theta
5 2 .714 11
Gamma Phi
3 4 .429 7
Pi F h i
3 4 .429 7
Indies
2 5 .286 7
P h i Mu
2 5 .2-86 4
Alpha P h i
0 7 .000 1

GL
2
4
4
8
10
10
11
14

with a single and a sacrifice fly.
Exploding for six runs in the
sixth Apr. 24. the Tars downed
upset-mided South Florida 6-4.
Marvin Sherzer, former
Edgewater High star, had blanked
Rollins without a hit through
five innings.
Tom Flagg's walk tied the score
after two singles and an unsuccessful fielder's choice loaded the
bases.
An error, a passed ball, a triple
by Chandler and a single by Gustafson put the Tars in front 6-1.
Rick Loghry and Smith checked
the visitors on six hits, while
fanning eight.
Coleman and Lasorsa hurled
the Tars to 6-1, 7-2 victories over
Stetson in a conference twinbill
Apr. 22. Coleman surrendered
just six hits and struck out 14
in seven innings, while Lasorsa
fanned 10 and permitted eight
safeties.
Gustafson singled twice and
drove in two markers in the opener, then plated two more in the
nightcap with a single and a sacrifice fly.
Pedro Fonts also collected
three hits on the day.

Girl Skiiers Capture
Cypress Gardens Meet

Winning three of the top five
places in both slalom and tricks,
Rollins' won the women's team
title for the 18th straight time
last weekend in the Cypress Gardens Intercollegiate water ski
tournament.
Connie Griffin, Martha Gaither
and Marilyn Mueller finished
second, third and fourth in slalom. In tricks Miss Gaither took
second, while Miss Griffin and
Karen Kreider wound up fourth
and fifth respectively.
Wesley Walker of Polk Junior

3 4 3 P a r k A v e n a e , _*Mth
Winter

Edith, Fred and Dick Barnett

College, ranked third nationally,
placed first in both events.
Rollins' men finished sixth in
the tourney.
Prior to Saturday's championships the Tar girls had won the
women's division in the Lakeland
Intercollegiate and the University
of Florida tournament at Gainesville.
At Lakeland Miss Griffin won
both tricks and slalom. Sally
Morgan, Miss Gaither and Miss
Mueller grabbed the next three
places in tricks. Order of finish
in slalom was Miss Griffin, Miss
Gaither, Miss Mueller and Miss
Morgan.
Rollins also took the first four
places in the slalom at Gainesville
with Miss Griffin in first, followed by Miss Gaither, Miss Mueller and Miss Morgan. In tricks the
finish was Miss Gaither, Miss
Griffin, Miss Morgan and Miss
Mueller fifth.
Rollins' men have found the
going tougher in state meets. Jud
Curtis took third in the slalom at
Lakeland, while Bill Vogel and
Gene Salpius finished third and
fourth in the slalom at Gainesville. Paul Vartanian was fourth
in tricks in the Florida meet.

Welcome you to —
HARRIS LAUNDRY
And

i Harpers
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S e e your campus a g e n t

BILL JACKSON
10UNCC

Sigma Nu Hows*

Harper-Shepherd Field scoreboard reflects baseball coach Joe Justice's
21-year record after Gale Coleman blanked Tampa 5-0 Apr. 29 to
push Justice to the 400-victory milestone.

Tars Upend Miami
With Late Rallies
Catcher Jeff Burns' bases loaded double in the seventh climaxed
an amazing comeback Saturday as
Rollins downed the University of
Miami 10-5 to sweep a crucial twogame series.
Extending their winning streak
to 10 games, the Tars closed the
regular season with a 22-11 rec-

Pi Phi's Capture
Intramural Golf
Linda Long and Sabra Shannon
finished one-two in the first
flight to carry Pi Phi to the
women's intramural golf championship at Dubsdread last weekend.
Miss Long, a freshman from
Findlay, Ohio, posted a nine-hole
total of 47. 18 strokes better than
Mrs. Shannon's card, boosting Pi
Phi's point total to 42%., just 2%
points ahead of defending champion Kappa.
Senior Janie Blalock of Kappa
fired a 38-38—76 over the full 18
holes for first place in the championship flight. Two strokes off
the pace was Indie Debbie Austin
at 40-38—78.
Kappa's Connie Hirschmann
and Preston Alexius, Indie Meredith Ross and Pi Phi Susan Gregory also competed in the championship flight.
In second flight Phi Mu's Lynn
Labisky carded a nine-hole total
of 59, to edge Johenna Brand of
Gamma Phi by four strokes.
Point standings in the tourney
were Pi Phi 42V2, Kappa 40, Phi
Mu 25. the Indies 22V2 and
Gamma Phi I2V2. Winners of each
flight received 25 points, while
runnerups earned 12V2. Five
points were also awarded for
championship flight qualifiers.
ChnmplonMhip F l i g h t
38- 38 — 7 6
Blolock ( K a p p a )
Austin (Indies)
40-38 — 7 8
42- 39 — 8 1
Hirschman (Kappa)
45- 39 — 8 4
Alexius (Kapap)
44 -42 — 8 6
Ross (Indies)
4944 — 9 3
G r e g o r y (Pi P h i )
F i r s t FlIrcM
47
r.onp ( P i P h i )
65
Shannon (Pi F h i )
68
Pattison (Alpha Phi)
Seco-id F l i g h t
59
I.ahisky (Phi Mu)
63
Brand (Gamma Phi)
70
M c N a i r (Chi O)
104
Hall (Indies)
Team Total*
42%
Pi P h i
40
Ka ppa
25
Phi Mu
22%
Indies
1
2%
Gamma Phi

STORE

ord
and
strengthened
their
chances for a post-season tournament bid. After a disappointing
7-10 start, coach Joe Justice's
squad won 15 of its last 16 outings.
Miami center fielder Larry Pyle
tagged sophomore right-hander
Joe Lasorsa for a grand slam
homerun in the first and the Hurricanes added a lone tally in the
third before Rollins began to
peck away at the lead.
The Tars chalked up a pair
of unearned markers in the third
on Bob Gustafson's RBI single
and a bases loaded walk by Bob
Schabes, then sliced the margin
to 5-4 with single runs in the
fifth and sixth on a double by
Gustafson and Gordy Lynch's
sacrifice fly.
Consecutive singles by Gustafson, Don Phillips and Schabes
filled the sacks in the seventh
to set the stage for Burns. Burns
scored on an error and a groundout to send the Tars in front 8-5.
Burns and Lasorsa singled
home insurance markers in the
eighth.
Lasorsa yielded just three hits
in posting his fourth victory in
five decisions, but fanned only
six. Donnie Smith bailed him out
of a jam in the ninth, retiring the
side with the bases full and only
one out.
The Tars won another Cinderella game Friday, erasing a 3-1
Miami lead with a four-run eighth
inning.
Sophomore southpaw Gale Coleman blanked the Hurricanes on
two hits until the seventh when
third baseman Cliff Deem belted
a three-run homer over the left
field wall.
In the eighth Rollins loaded the
bases on singles by Tom Flagg
and Lynch, plus an error on Gustafson's grounder to shortstop.
Phillips tagged loser Rick
Jones, who had permitted just
two hits through seven frames,
for a single tying the score and,
after Schabes walked to refill the
sacks, Gustafson raced home with
the winning run as Burns forced
Schabes at second. Phillips scored
on the double steal, kicking the
ball away from catcher Richard
Picci at the plate.
Winning his sixth straight
game Coelman upped his record to 9-2.

Ramsdell's Opticians
539 West Fairbanks Avenue
WINTER PARK, FLORIDA

Prescriptions Filled

.

Len$e$

A Large Selection of Domestic and Imported
1191 Orange Ave.

W I N T E R PARK

Doplicated

Frames

Midway 4-7781

Miami
OOO OOO 30O—3 7 3
Rollins
001 000 04x—5 5 *
J o n e s , L e h m a n (8) a n d Maduro,
Pucci (7); Coleman and Burns.
W — C o l e m a n ( 9 - 2 ) ; L — J o n e s (42)
HR—Deem (Miami)
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Lamba Chi, Faculty, Sig Ep
TKE, Club Vie For Playoffs
Shortstop Bruce Talgo singled
home Steve Westgate, who had
doubled, with two out in the
seventh to givie Lambda Chi an
11-10 victory over Delta Chi Tues-

day and a shot at a softball playoff berth.
A victory over the Phi Delts
Thursday would put Lambda Chi
in a four-way tie with TKE, Sig
Ep and the loser of Thursday's
Faculty-Grad—X Club game for
third place at 5-4.
Defending
champion
Sigma
Nu, unbeaten in all nine starts
this year, awaits the outcome of
a four-way playoff for the third
and fourth tournament berths.
The winner of the Club-FacultyGrad game stands alone in second
place.
The four teams deadlocked for
third pair off Monday and Tuesday with the winners vying Wednesday for seeding in the fourteam, double elimination tourney.
Marty Mathews' blocp single
with two-out in the ninth, drove
home pinch-runner Mark Buxbaum with the winning run in
Sigma Nu's 8-7 win over the Faculty-Grads Apr. 21.
Sigma Nu rallied three times to
tie the score, finally sending
the game into extra innings with
two runs in the seventh on hits
by Dan Zarnowiec and John
Schollenberger. Bill Jackson yielded just five hits and fanned 13
to get the win.
Sigma Nu closed the season undefeated by routing KA 16-3 Apr.
26 and Lambda Chi 11-1 May 1.
John Pinder's two-run homer
with two gone in the seventh
enabled X Club to edge TKE
10-9 Apr. 15. Taking a 6-0 lead
in the third, TKE led all the way
until the seventh.
Clubber Jim Oppenheim led off
the seventh with a double May
2 and raced home on left-fielder
Lane Vosbury's error as the X
Club upset Sig Ep 9-8 to clinch
a playoff berth.
TKE moved into a tie for third
by upsetting Sig Ep 13-11 Apr. 25
and cruhsing the Phi Delts 19-8
May 3.
After spotting Sig Ep fourruns in the first, TKE exploded
for 13 runs in the first three
frames, then hung on to upset
Sig Ep 13-11. Dave Dodge and
Dan Pincetich homered in Teke's
six-run third.
A seven-run first inning capped
TKE's win over the Phi Delts.
Sig Ep's Bob Bisplinghoff and
Bob Taylor blanked the Indies
19-0 on four hits in a five-inning

Swimming Meet
Slated Sunday
A record number of entries is
expected for the men's and women's intramural swimming meet
Sunday at the Westside Pool on
Maitland Avenue. Diving begins
at 11 a.m. with races slated to
start at 6:30 p.m.
Besides diving, both men and
women will compete in five individual races. Men's competition
features freestyle, breast-stroke,
backstroke and butterfly over a
50-yard course, plus a 100-yard
medley and two 200-yard relays,
freestyle and medley.
Twenty-five y a rd freestyle,
backstroke, breast-stroke and butterfly, 50-yard butterfly, plunge
and a 100-yard freestyle relay
complete the women's schedule.
Contestants will race in heats
of no more than six swimmers.
Finish will be based on time, not
place, in the heats.
All six 1966 individual winners
on the men's side return to protect their titles, but just three
women champs are back.
Defending their crowns will be
Lambda Chi's Terry Law in diving and Jud Curtis in butterfly
and medley, TKE's Larry Roberts
in freestyle and breast-stroke and
Bill Rogers in backstroke, Pi Phi's
Hannah Hempstead in diving and
Carol Hogan in the 25-yard freestyle, plus Chi O's Stanny McNair
in plunge.
Lambda Chi, which won last
year's meet 71-58 over TKE, won
both relays in 1966. Kappa took
the women's relay a year ago to
tie Pi Phi for the championship.
Curtis is the only meet record
holder in this year's tourney,
owning a 1:11.8 clocking in the
medley.
Missing from the women's
ranks for the first time in five
years is Kappa's Jeannie Britt,
who won the backstroke and butterfly last year, and holds meet
records in the 25-yard freestyle,
breast-stroke and butterfuly.

Intramural Swim Meet Fact Sheet
1966 Ckamp (T)

Event

DivingRoberts
50-Yd. F r e e s t y l e
Roberts
50-Yd. B r e a s t - s r o k e
Rogers
50-Yd. B a c k s t r o k e
J. C u r t i s
50-Yd. B u t t e r f l y
J. C u r t i s
100-Yd. M e d l e y
200-Yd.Medley R e l a y L a m b d a C h i
200-Yd. F r ' s t ' l e R e l a y L a m b d a Chi

Event

0:27.0
0:34.2
0:36.3
0:32.3
1:11.8
2:22.8
1:57!9

1966 Champ (T)

Diving
Hempstead
Plunge
McNair, S a w y e r
25-Yd. B a c k s t r o k e
Britt
25-Yd. B r e a s t - s t r o k e
Rucker
25-Yd. B u t t e r f l y
Britt
25-Yd. F r e e s t y l e
Hogan
50-Yd. F r e e s t y l e
Riker
100-Yd. F r e e s t y l e R e l a y
Kappa

/? 'ff

47.5 ft.
0:16.1
0:19.9
0:15.3
0:16.0

0:39.6
1:02.9

Rec. Holder (Y) (T)
Galento
Kennard
Regan
J. G u s t a f s o n
Usas
J. C u r t i s
S i g m a Nu
L a m b d a Chi

(59)
(62)
(63)
(63)
(61)
(66)
(65)
(63)

0:26.1
0:29.5
0:31.1
0:28.8
1:11.8
2:18.7
1:51.1

Rec. Holder (Y) ( T )
N o r t h w a y (65)
.
S a u t e (56)
W o l f e (63)
B r i t t (64)
B r i t t (63)
B r i t t (63)
S i e g e n e r (63)
K a p p a (65)

57.3
0:16.0
0:16.6
0:14.0
0:12.5
0:29.4
0:58.2

game Apr. 19. Bisplinghoff, who
hit two homeruns, and Scott
Applebee, who homered once, led
a 20-hit attack with four hits each.
The Faculty-Grads stayed in the
running for a playoff berth by
bombing KA 36-10 May 4 and the
Phi Delts 10-4 May 8.
Against KA the Faculty-Grads
bandged out 31 hits in a game
that featured 11 four-baggers,
four by Faculty-Grad first baseman Ed Branch, two KA's Bill
Caler and one each by Grads
Pete Cowin, Jim Ackerman and
Chuck Olsen and KA's Mike Corbett and Leo Malboeuf.
Ackerman and Olsen homered
to spark the win over the Phi
Delts. John Snider and John
Harris connected for the lossers.
KA snapped a 9-9 tie with four
unearned runs in the top of the
sixth, then hung on to upset
Delta Chi 13-11 Apr. 24. KA
spotted the Delts six runs in the
first, but bounced back for a
short-lived 9-8 lead with a fourrun third.
The Phi Delts erased a 3-2 KA
lead with a four-run second and
went on to defeat KA 9-6 Apr. 18.
However, Delta Chi finished the
Phi Delts' playoff hopes with an
11-5 victory May 5. Delta Chi
downed the Indies by forfeit Apr.
20.
SOFTBALL
(Tkrou Kk May 10)
W L Vet. U F
S i g m a Nu
!) 0 1.000 119
F a c u l t y - G r a d s 5 3 ,625 107
5 3 .625 89
X Club
5 4 .556 154
Sipr E p s
TKE
5 4 .556 109
4 •i .500 90
L a m b d a Chi
4 5 .444 68
D e l t a Chi
3 5 .375 61
Phi Delts
2 7 .222 75
KA
1 S .111 60
Indies

RA
38
56
70
69
107
85
71
121
180
126

HOMERUNS
( T h r o u g h May 10)
B r a n c h ( F - G ) , 9; Olsen ( F - G ) ,
6; C l a n t o n ( L C A ) , J a c k s o n (SN),
5; A c k e r m a n
(F-G),
Applebee
( S P E ) , 4; C a l e r ( K A ) , B o h a n n o n
(LCA), J. S n i d e r ( P D B ) , 3.

Members of the Rollins Varsity crew look over the trophy which
they received at the State championship race in Tampa.

Oarsmen Compete
In Dad Vail Today
PHILADELPHIA, Pa. — Sporting the state championship and
eight straight dual race victories
as credentials, Rollins' varsity
crew meets some 30 other crack
crews on the Schuykill River here
Friday and Saturday in the 29th
annual Dad Vail Regatta.
Tar crews have never won the
Dad Vail, but in 23 prior attempts Rollins has taken second
eight times. From 1948 to 1956
the Tars finished second every
year but one, coming within inches of the title in 1955.
Rollins' best finish in the past
ten years was a third place clocking in 1965.
Coach Jim Lyden's Tar varsity
earned the trip to the unofficial
national college division crew
championship by winning the
State Regatta in Tampa Apr. 29.
Rollins came from behind to beat
Florida Southern, Tampa and
Jacksonville by a little more than
a boat length.
After losing their opener to defending Dad Vail champ Marietta (Ohio) College Mar 21, the
Tar varsitiy won eight straight
dual races, besting Marist, East
Carolina, Amherst and Iona be-

sides the three state rivals, to
post Rolliins' best varsity record
since 1961, when the Tars won all
seven starts.
Rollins' junior varsity had its
four-year hold on the state JV
title snapped Apr. 29 as the University of Tampa JV edged the
Tars by less than half a length.
Rollins' JV posted a 5-4 record in
dual races.
Boating for the Dad Vail, which
opens with preliminary heats
Friday, is George Kuta, bow;
Craig Lilja, 2; Bill Blackburn, 3;
Dave Nix, 4; John Tremaine, 5;
Tony Tremaine, 6; John Jenks, 7
Jay Gustafson, stroke; and Chris
Wilder, coxswain.
Sandy Duncan will replace
Jenks in the varsity boat Friday,
while Jenks remains on campus
to complete a test.

"Doc" O'Brien's
Pharmacy
Serving Rollins Students
For 26 Years

TKE Gains In IM Points Race
By winning sailing for the
fourth straight year, TKE shaved
nearly 30 points off Sigma Nu's
lead in the intramural ponits
race.
TKE's 55 points for the sailing
title boosted its total to 1254 this
year, just 126 points behind
Sigma Nu's y380.
Another 178 markers behind is
Lambda Chi at 1076 with X Club
in fourth place 45 points further
back. Delta Chi and KA are also
within 500 points of the leaders.

NEILL O'BRIEN, Reg. Ph.

Charge Accounts
Checks Cashed

INTRAMURAL POINTS
(Throvfrh SalllnK)
Pre.
Sail. T o t a l
1354
26
1380
S i g m a Nu
TKE
1199% 55
1254%
L a m b d a Chi
1051
25
1076
X Club
988% 40% 1029
D e l t a Chi
934% 25
959%
KA
862% 25
887%
F a c u l t y - G r a d s 831% —
831%
Tndier
645% —
645%
Sig E p s
618% 25
643%
Phi Delts
559% 27
586%

on Park Avenue

Phone Ml 7-1739

Thanks for your business . . .

BALDWIN HARDWARE COMPANY
ACROSS FROM COLONY THEATRE

THE SUB SHOP
1234 Orange Ave.
Ph 647-8841

FREE DELIVERY
With $10 Order
All Types of Dinners
and Sandwiches

CENTRAL FLORIDA'S LARGEST RECORD DEPT.

For All Your Party Needs!
Fraternity

and

Sororities

Try Our Delicatessen
and Bakery

Classical - Popular - Jaiz - Soundtracks

Been,

OF WINTER PARK
WINTER PARK MALL
WINTER PARK, FLORIDA

Phone 647-3938

• AMPEX TAPE RECORDERS
• SONY TAPE RECORDERS
Complete Line RCA VICTOR
And SYLVANIA Products

FAIRWAY MARKETS
170 W. FAIRBANKS

KEGS AVAILABLE — LOW PRICE
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S A N D S P U R

Tar Netters Split Pair, Finish Season At 17-5
TAMPA — Rollins' tennis team ord and win its second straight
blanked the University of Tampa Florida Intercollegiate Confer9-0 here May 1 to finish the sea- ence title.
son with an impressive 17-5 recCoach Norm Copeland's netters

Lossel Leads Chi O
To IM Tennis Crown
Ruth Loessel breezed by four
opponents for the singles championship, then teamed with Lynn
Bruch for a decisive double win
to lead Chi 0 to a one-point victory in the women's intramural
tennis tournament two weeks ago.
Chi 0 finished the tourney with
30 points, while Phi Mu, which
earned the runnerup spot in both
singles and doubles, chalked up
29. Janet and Julie Wolf won the
doubles crown to give defending
champion Kappa a 28-point total.
Miss Loessel, who was eliminated by eventual champion Jeannie Britt of Kappa in the first
round of last year's tourney, defeated Ronnie Kessler of Phi Mu
for the singles title. She reached
the finals by downing Barb Wells
of Pi Phi 8-2, Alice Clements of
Theta 8-9 and Amanda Kent of
the Tndies 8-3.
After drawing a.bye in the first
round. Miss Kessler knocked off
Ann Baird of Chi 0 8-1 nad Karen
Bachmann of Pi Phi 8-2 for a
berth in the singles finale.
Kappa's Wolf twins also sat out
the first round before edging Miss
Loessel and Miss Bruch in an 11-9
thriller. They also had a tough
time with Miss Keeler and Lynn
Darnall in the finals, posting an
8-5 victory.
Theta's Ann Crabill and Sue
Skinner, who tripped Pi Phi's
Cindy Skiff and Miss Backmann
SING LUIS
First Round: Kessler (Phi Mu),
bye; Baird (Chi O) d. Sherrard
(Theta), default; Bachmann (Pi
Phi) d. Britten (Alpha Phi), 8-3;
Parsky (Kappa) d. Pattison (Alpha Phi), 8-1; Clements (Theta),
bye; Loessel (Chi O) d. Wells (Pi
Phi), 8-2; Kent (Indies) d. Darnall (Phi Mu), 8-5; Bright (Kappa) bye.
Second Round: Kessler d. Baird,
8-11 Bachmann d. Parsky, 8-6;
Loessel d. Clements, 8-0; Kent
d. Bright, 10-8.
Semifinals: Kessler d. Bachmann,
8-2; Loessel d. Kent, 8-3.
Finals: Loessel d. Kessler
DOUBLES
First Round: Loessel-Bruch (Chi
O) d. Pattison-Britten, 8-1; Crabill-Skinner (Theta) d.
SkiffBachmann (Pi Phi), 11-9; WolfWolf (Kappa) bye; Kessler-Darnall (Phi Mu), bye.
Semifinals: Wolf-Wolf d. Loessel-Bruch, 11-9; Kessler-Darnall
<]. Crabill-Skinner, default.
Finals: Wolf-Wolf d. KesslerDarnall, 8-5.

in the first round, defaulted to
the Phi Mu team in the semifinals. Miss Crabill and Miss
Skinner were runnersup in last
year's doubles competition.
A year ago Kappa waltzed to
the title as Miss Britt and
Stevie Brewer combined for the
doubles crown after taking first
and second respectviely in singles.

now begin preparing for defense
of their national college division
championship in Chicago this
June.
The University of Miami handed Rollins its fifth state defeat
Apr. 29, whipping the Tars 8-1
in Miami. Jim Griffith salvaged
Rollins' only point by dowing
Lucien Sulloway 6-4, 4-6, 6-3.
Griffith's win against Miami enabled him to tie sophomore Cliff
Montgomery for the best singles
record, 19-3, among Tar regulars.
Ron Van Gelder posted a 13-3
mark in the number one position,
while senior Bob McCannon
closed his collegiate career with
a 14-7 in the second spot. Chick
Hawley, three, and Bill Kinne,

This year's 17-5 slate gives Rollins a phenomenal 70-14 record
over the past four years. Copeland's 12-year mark as head coach
is 164-60.

six, finished the year with 11-7
and 10-8 marks respectively.
Griffith and Kinne teamed for
the best record in doubles, 8-3,
one win better than the 7-3 posted by Van Gelder and Montgomery. McCannon and Hawley
won seven of 12 doubles matches.

MIAMI H, HOI.LINS 1
Singles: Fillol (M) d. Van Gelder
6-2, 9-7: Tutvin(M) d. McCannon'
6-2, 6-4; Schad(M) d. Hawley, 6-l'
6-2; Tate(M) d. Montgomery, 6-4*
6-4; Griffith(R) d. Sulloway, 6-4'
4-6, 6-3; Watson(M) d. Starbuck'
6-1, 6-2.
Doubles: Fillol-Schad(M) d. Van
Gelder-Montgomery,
6-4, 6-3;
Tate-Tutvin(M) d. Hawley-McCannon, 6-1, 3-6, 7-5; SullowayMorris(M) d.
Gordon-Starbuck
6-4, 6-1.
ROLLINS », TAMPA O
Singles: McCannon (R) d. Pink
6-1, 6-3; Hawley(R) d. Rpessard'
6-1,
6-2; Montgomery(R)
d.
Mason, 6-1, 6-1; Griffith(R) d.
Sanger; Gordon(R) d. Masten,
6-0, 6-0; Starbuck(R) d. McKensie, 6-2, 5-7, 6-3.
Doubles: McCannonHawley(R) d.
Pink-Spessard, 8-5; MontgomeryGriffith (R) d. Mason-Sanger, 8-0:
Gordon-Starbuck(R) d. Masten McKensie, 8-2.

Coming off a 24-1 campaign
last year, the Tar netters defeated South Florida, Florida Southern, Stetson and Pennsylvania
twice each, and recorded single
wins against Kentucky, Clemson,
Duke,
Jacksonville,
Amherst,
Hope, Notre Dame, Eastern Kentucky and Tampa.
Florida (7y2-l%, 8-1) and Florida State (5-4, 5-4) upended the
Tars twice, while Miami handed
Rollins the 8-1 setback.

Summervacationitis
(How to spot and get rid of)

Fluorescent fade-out.
That's from being cooped up all winter.
What you need for that sallow pallor
is some sunshine Vitamin D. There's a
whole lot of it available at Sunset
Beach in Acapulco.

Pallid peepers.
There's no sparkle in those baby-blue
eyes. It's been knocked out by all those
exams. Get that vitality back. See what
good is still left in the world. Go to
Expo 67, Montreal.

Lip lingo.
They're letters from good buddies
away for the summer. The best
way to avoid them is not to be
there when they arrive. Be in
Puerto Rico instead.

The good books.
They have the possibility of being
good symptoms. That's if you
seek summer scholastics. Say in
Mexico City. Or Acapulco.

Racquet squad.
That's the tennis team in your
neighborhood during the summer.
You'd find snorkeling or scuba diving
in the Bahamas would make playing
tennis seem like last summer's
bad sport v

TKE Edzes Club
For Sailing Title
Despite a disqualification in the
first of three heats defending
champion TKE rallied to edge X
Club by a point and take the intramural sailing crown for the
fourth straight year.
Chris Wilder and Robin Leech
piloted the TKE boat to victory
in all three races, but judges
nullified the first win for failure
to yield to the X Club boat.
Clubbers Nippy Acker and Bill
Koch were awarded the first race
decision, then took third and second in the last two heats to give
the X Club 14 points, just one less
than TKE.
The Phi Delts, who copped two
thirds and a second, finished
third with 10 points, two more
than Sigma Nu. Sigma Nu won
a close heat with Delta Chi for
the fourth spot in the finals.

College fatigues
That's the uniform you wore all semester
Get rid of those o.d.'s (olive drabs).
Break out the white levis. And throw on
a colorful Mexican serape.

BLT Down.
That's all you've known summer
after summer. A change of palate
would do you good. In Bermuda a
few savory morsels of Hopping John
with a sauce of Paw-Paw Montespan
usually does the trick.

e
We want everyone to fly
Note: If symptoms get worse, see your travel agent or call Eastern.

